Caffeine effects on risky decision making after 75 hours of sleep deprivation.
Recent research indicates that sleep deprivation impairs decision making. However, it is unknown to what extent such deficits are exacerbated in a dose-response manner by increasing levels of sleepiness, and the extent to which such sleep-loss-induced deficits can be reversed by caffeine. At three time points, 26 healthy subjects completed alternate forms of the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT): rested baseline, 51 h awake, and 75 h awake. Every 2 h each night, 12 volunteers also received 4 200-mg doses of caffeine, with the last dose occurring 3 h prior to the IGT. At baseline, volunteers readily learned to avoid disadvantageous high-risk card decks while progressively choosing more frequently from advantageous low-risk card decks. When sleep deprived, however, these same subjects showed impaired performance, choosing more frequently from the disadvantageous high-risk card decks, particularly during the latter half of the game. Contrary to expectations, the severity of performance impairment did not increase significantly from 51 to 75 h of wakefulness, and caffeine had no significant effects on IGT performance during sleep deprivation. As a provisional extension of our previous study, these preliminary findings further suggest that the ability to integrate emotion with cognition to guide decision making, a capacity believed to be mediated by the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, may be particularly vulnerable to sleep loss. Moreover, these capacities may not be significantly improved by moderate doses of caffeine, suggesting that they may function separately from simple arousal and alertness systems.